We present a technique to measure the transfer function of a control line using a qubit as a vector network analyzer. Our method requires coupling the line under test to the the longitudinal component of the Hamiltonian of the qubit and the ability to induce Rabi oscillations through simultaneous driving of the transversal component. We used this technique to characterize the 'flux' control of a superconducting Transmon qubit in the range of 8 to 400 MHz. Our method can be used for the qubit 'flux' line calibration to increase the fidelity of entangling gates for the quantum processor. The qubit can be also used as a microscopic probe of the electro-magnetic fields on a chip.
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Characterization of the transfer function of a microwave line from the room temperature electronics down to a chip at low temperatures has important applications. In quantum control and computing it allows for corrections of distortions of a control signal and can be used to increase the fidelity of quantum operations. In particular, the gates which involve non-adiabatic frequency tuning of quantum bits are extremely sensitive to these distortions and require precise calibration [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . The most common approach to deal with this problem is to measure the transfer function at room temperature using a vector network analyzer for frequency domain measurements or an oscilloscope for time-domain characterization (see, for example, Ref. [5] ).
This method has two important deficiencies: the transfer function of the line changes when the setup is cooled to cryogenic temperatures and the part of the signal line from the microwave connector closest to the chip to the qubit is not included in the characterization. Various methods for in situ line calibration have been proposed. Some calibrations are limited in time resolution by the length of the microwave π-pulse [1, 3, 5] , others are applicable only to specific systems [2] or pulses [6] , and most procedures typically provide only indirect information about the transfer function. In this Letter we propose a method of in situ direct reconstruction of the response of a control line of a qubit in a large frequency range using the qubit itself.
To understand the principles underlying our method consider the Hamiltonian of a qubit with time dependent longitudinal (frequency control) and transversal (excitation) drives
After transformation into the rotating frame with U 1 = e −i(ωxt+φx)σz/2 , the Hamiltonian reads
where δω = ω 0 −ω x is the detuning of the excitation driving and we have used the rotating wave approximation under the assumption A x ω 0 . Note that the transversal phase does not explicitly appear in the Hamiltonian (2), however it implicitly provides a reference for the rotating frame through the transformation operator. The time-independent part of H can be diagonalized with
where Ω R = A 2 x + δω 2 is the Rabi frequency and ω R = A z A x /Ω R . In the special case of δω = 0, U 2 reduces to the identity, Ω R = A x and ω R = A z .
Comparing (1) and (3), we observe that in the rotating frame the z term plays the role of a transversal drive for the dressed-state qubit with splitting Ω R and will induce Rabi oscillations with frequency ω R . To make this observation explicit we transform the Hamiltonian (3) into the second rotating frame for ω z = ω R with
where we have used another rotating wave approximation with ω R Ω R . The Hamiltonian H shows that the amplitude A z and phase φ z of the z control are encoded in the frequency and axis of the Rabi oscillations of the dressed-state qubit and can be measured in the experiment.
By setting δω = 0 and varying A x one can perform the experiment for different ω z and identify the transfer function of the z line in the range of frequencies Γ 1 , Γ 2 ω z ω 0 which are most relevant for the frequency control of the qubit with Γ 1,2 being the relaxation and dephasing rates of the qubit, respectively.
For weakly anharmonic qubits, such as the transmon, the two-level approximation becomes invalid when the Rabi frequency approaches the anharmonicity, ∼ 300 MHz. To overcome this problem we can exploit off-resonant driving (δω = 0). In this case we can extend the analysis to higher frequencies at the expense of the signal amplitude.
Both A z and phase φ z for a given frequency ω z can be determined directly from the observables in the laboratory or the first rotating frames, such as the excited state population of the qubit. However, it is more convenient to perform tomography and reconstruct the oscillation of the qubit state in the second rotating frame by post-processing. Removing the fast population oscillation with frequency ω 0 , Ω R and leaving only the signal varying with the frequency ω R allows for a substantial reduction of the required sampling rate and more robust fitting. The experimental procedure is summarized by the following steps.
• Apply x-drive with z-drive off (A z = 0) and fit data to extract Ω R (Fig. 1a ).
• Set ω z = Ω R and use tomography pulses to reconstruct σ x (t) , σ y (t) and σ z (t) in the first rotating frame (Fig. 1b) .
• Post-process the data to reconstruct σ x (t) , σ y (t) and σ z (t) in the second rotating frame (Fig. 1c) .
• Fit the resulting data to Rabi oscillations described by (4) to extract A z and φ z for given ω z .
• Repeat the sequence for different Ω R to cover the necessary frequency range.
In the following we describe the experimental steps in more detail and directions for efficient implementation of the procedure. We tested our method on a standard circuit quantum electrodynamics system: a transmon qubit coupled to a readout resonator with local charge and flux lines. More specifically, we choose the QB 2 of a chip virtually identical to one used in Ref. [7] .
Step 0: Make sure (1) is a good approximation of the physical system. In case of the transmon and other superconducting qubits, that means choosing a magnetic flux bias and offset (longitudinal driving) amplitude that result in a predominantly linear dependence of the qubit transition frequency on the offset.
Step 1: Apply an x drive to the qubit with the z drive off. The x drive can use square pulses or any pulse shape with an envelopes that has a constant amplitude section. Sweep the duration of the constant amplitude section to observe Rabi oscillations. Perform tomography to reconstruct the evolution of a state vector v(t) = ( σ x (t) , σ y (t) , σ z (t) ) in the first rotating frame (see Fig. 1a ).
Fit exp( Θ R t · L) v(0) to this data with fitting parameters Θ R = (Θ x , Θ y , Θ z ). Here, t is the duration of the constant amplitude section of the pulses and
are the SO(3) generators of rotations about the x, y and z axis, respectively, and v(0) = (0, 0, −1) is the initial state of the system. The direction of Θ determines the axis of rotation of the state vector on the Bloch sphere and the absolute value gives the Rabi frequency | Θ| = Ω R . If non-square pulses are used, v(0) can be made a fitting parameter to absorb the attack of the pulses.
Ideally we expect Θ = (A x , 0, δω). However in the experiment we often observed small spontaneous detuning of the qubit Θ z = 0 at larger amplitudes A x . As an example, the data for Ω R = 100 MHz was taken assuming δω = 0 but shows (see Fig. 1a ) small oscillations for σ x (t) component. This spontaneous detuning can be absorbed in δω and does not affect the results of the line calibration.
In addition, we also observed a spurious component Θ y = 0 due to phase difference between the tomography pulses and the qubit driving pulse. In particular, for δω = 0 the frequency of the driving pulse is different from the resonant tomography pulses which may lead to some phase difference depending on a particular technical details of the pulse generation. This effect can be canceled in the post-processing of the data in Step 3.
Step 2: Apply x-drive as in Step 1, add simultaneous zdrive at frequency ω z = | Θ|. Use a square pulse envelope for the z driving pulses and sweep the duration of the x and z pulses. Use tomography to reconstruct the evolution of a state vector v 0 (t) = σ x (t) , σ y (t) , σ z (t) . Due to x-drive the y and z components of the state vector oscillate with the Rabi frequency Ω R while the z-drive modulates these oscillations at ω R Ω R (see Fig. 1b ). The duration of the pulses should be long enough to observe these slower oscillations.
Step 3: Post-process the data to reconstruct the state vector rotation in the second rotating frame. That step has the benefit of removing the fast Rabi oscillations, thus allowing to take fewer measurements, and allows to fit simpler expressions with less parameters to the data.
To post-process the data we first correct for the phase shift between the x driving pulse and tomography pulses by applying the transformation v 1 (t) = exp(φ x L z ) v 0 (t), where φ x = arctan (Θ y /Θ x ). To account for the transformation from (2) to (3) we rotate the basis
1/2 . Finally we remove the fast oscillations by going to the second rotating frame
The resulting Rabi oscillations of the state vector in the second rotating frame described by v 3 (t) = ( σ" x (t) , σ" y (t) , σ" z (t) ) (see Fig. 1c ) are fit to exp( θ R · L) v(0), where both θ = (θ x , θ y , θ z ) and v(0) are fit parameters. The amplitude of the z-drive can be found as A z = | θ|| Θ|/ Θ 2 x + Θ 2 y 1/2 and the phase of the drive is given by φ z = arctan(θ y /θ z ).
Step 3 completes the characterization of the z-line at the frequency ω z = Ω R and the procedure can be repeated for another frequency Ω R controlled by the appropriate choice of A x and ω x .
The sensitivity of our method to the phase of z-drive is demonstrated in Fig. 2 . As expected a change in phase of the z-driving is reliably detected by our procedure. This should be contrasted to the conventional Rabi oscillations as only the amplitude of the drive can be accessed from the frequency of the oscillations while the phase is not accessible. With our method we characterized the complex transfer function in the range of 8 to 400 MHz with an accuracy of 1% for the amplitude and 0.1 rad for the phase. Each point was taken with 4,096 averages at a repetition rate of 40 kHz. The accuracy can be further improved by acquiring more statistics. The measurements at lower frequencies were limited by the decoherence of the qubit with T 1 2 µs and T 2 2.8 µs. However, we point out that the low frequency part of the transfer function can be also measured with other methods with lower time resolution [1, 3] while situ characterization at higher frequencies is currently an unresolved problem. The Rabi oscillations started to deviate from expected simple oscillatory behavior at frequencies 300 MHz, most probably, due to the excitation of higher levels and technical limitations. More specifically, the pulses applied to the x line were generated by single-sideband modulation using a quadrature IF (IQ) mixer (Marki/IQ-4509LXP) driven by a local oscillator (LO) and modulated by an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG), to guaratee a fixed phase between the excitation and tomography pulses. The maximum detuning of the driving pulses was ultimately limited by both the mixer and AWG frequency ranges. As our measurement covers the frequency band of the AWG (Tektronix AWG5014C) which can be potentially used to generate z control pulses we did not investigate this issue further.
As we do not have any other way to measure the transfer function we benchmarked our method by introducing an additional element in the flux line at the room temperature. We used a shorted stub resonator made from a BNC T-adapter and several meters of a BNC cable shorted at the end. We repeated the characterization fo the line with the element and used the original data for the line to de-embed the transfer function of the element itself. The result is shown in Fig. 4 in comparison with the transfer function of the element measured separately with the commercial vector network analyzer (VNA). The agreement between our method and VNA is excellent showing the dynamic range of our method for measuring amplitude of 30 dB. The dynamic range of a single measurement is bounded by the condition ω R Ω R required for the rotating wave approximation in (4) and the decoherence time of the qubit. It can be further improved by dynamically changing the amplitude of the z drive, taking advantage of the dynamic range of the AWG.
Our method is the first direct in situ measurement of the line transfer function from room temperature electronics to a qubit on a chip. The method is most relevant for superconducting qubits whose frequencies are routinely tuned but is applicable for all qubits with z and x control. For superconducting qubits one can use our procedure directly to improve the fidelity of the two-qubit quantum gates [8] [9] [10] [11] as well as photon-qubit operations requiring non-adibabatic control [1, 4] . In addition to quantum control applications the qubit can be also used as a microscopic probe of the electro-magnetic fields in frequency domain.
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